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DRAFT 

Minutes 

Hartford Planning Commission 

June 13, 2022 

 

THIS MEETING WAS CONDUCTED IN COMPLIANCE WITH  

THE VERMONT OPEN MEETING LAW  

WITH ELECTRONIC PARTICIPATION  

 

 

Present: John Reid, Chair, Bruce Riddle, Vice Chair, Toby Dayman, Dillon Bianchi, 

John Heath, Colin Butler, Kim Souza, Selectboard Liaison, Lori Hirshfield, Planning and 

Development Director, and Jo-Ann Ells, Zoning Administrator 

 

Absent: Robin Adair Logan  

 

Public Hearing  

 

John Reid opened the Public Hearing, read the Remote Meeting Script, and took a roll 

call. He reviewed the Hearing process, noted that Interested Parties were generally 

landowners and abutters in the neighborhood, and asked that when people speak, they 

give their name, mailing address, and physical address if different than their mailing 

address. He noted the Commission would hear from Interested Parties and then the 

general public, that the meeting could not go past 9:30 p.m. without approval of the 

Commission, and administered the oath. John noted that it has been the practice of the 

Commission to waive the 2-minute time limit for people speaking who are not Interested 

Parties. The Commission agreed to continue this practice.  

 

1. Application #22-13 by St. Paul’s Episcopal Church (owner) and Twin Pines Housing 

Trust (applicant) for Site Development Plan Approval under section 260-45 of the 

Hartford Zoning Regulations for a multi-unit dwelling on proposed lot 43-0074-001, 747 

Hartford Avenue, Wilder, in a proposed Planned Development.  

 

Andrew Winter and Nate Stearns were present. 

 

It was noted that the Commission had granted Preliminary approval of the proposed 

Planned Development, including a density bonus, in May and that the Hearing for Final 

approval was scheduled for June 27, 2022. In addition, it was noted that application #22-

13 was conditioned on the approval of the Planned Development.  

 

Andrew Winter described the project as 18-unit one-bedroom units adjacent to The 

Haven and behind St Paul’s Episcopal Church. He noted that the existing rectory building 

was proposed to be removed. He explained that they tried to address the concerns of the 

neighbors regarding access on Goudreau Street by restricting access to emergency 

vehicles and adding landscaping and fencing.  
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Nate Stearns reviewed the existing conditions, the location of the proposed access and 

parking, and noted that the applicant was seeking a parking reduction from 36 parking 

spaces to 18 parking spaces. He explained that the applicant had a similar development in 

Lebanon, NH (Parkhurst) and given the difficulty with car ownership, the proposed 

number of parking spaces was adequate. He added that The Haven and St. Paul’s would 

share additional parking spaces.  

 

Erica Wygonik of Wall Consulting Group reviewed the existing parking supply and 

parking demand for weekdays and weekends. She concluded that there was adequate 

parking available. 

 

It was noted that two handicapped parking spaces would be provided for the project and 

two would be shared by The Haven and St. Paul’s.  

 

Colin Butler questioned what would prevent non-residents from using the 18 parking 

spaces dedicated to the project. Nate Stearns confirmed that signage would be installed to 

designate the spaces. 

 

Colin Butler asked if the applicant anticipated that some of the parking spaces would be 

empty. Nate Stearns noted that it was anticipated that not all parking spaces would be 

needed and that they would have requested a reduction beyond 50% if the Zoning 

Regulations allowed. Colin asked if it was possible that non-residents would park in 

empty spaces. Nate stated that this could happen, but the spaces would be signed and 

reserved. 

 

John Reid asked about parking for guests.  

 

Andrew Winter stated that residents will have a parking card/pass that they can share 

with a guest.  It was noted that the parking spaces would not be individually assigned to 

the units.  

 

Colin Butler asked if the applicant had any other projects where parking was shared. 

Andrew Winter explained that they have a project in West Lebanon, NH (Tracy 

Community Housing) that shares parking with Mascoma Bank. He added that they have a 

project in Hanover, NH where parking cards/passes have worked well.  

 

Toby Dayman suggested that three of the assigned parking spaces for Twin Pines be 

moved north so that St. Paul’s and The Haven could have consecutive parking spaces.  

 

The Commission suggested a change to Finding #16 to clarify the intent.  

 

Adam Morse of Engineering Ventures reviewed the turning movement plans. He noted 

that the emergency access would be gated, and a Knox box provided.  Colin Butler asked 

if emergency vehicles could enter through Goudreau Street. It was agreed that this needed 

to be determined. It was noted that the emergency access drive would need to be 

maintained and plowed.  
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Adam Morse reviewed areas for the storage of snow and the proposed stormwater design.  

 

Paul Simon of Park Architecture reviewed the proposed landscaping plan including 

fencing, seating, and bike racks. There was a discussion regarding the transition of the 4’ 

fence to the 6’ fence. Toby Dayman suggested larger shade trees be considered along the 

fence after consultation with the neighbors. 

  

Colin Butler noted he had concerns with the proposed parking and storage of snow. 

 

Toby Dayman suggested that a connecting access drive be provided between the project 

and The Haven. Nate Stearns noted that this would preclude development of a new 

building by the Haven and cut through a pedestrian walkway. 

 

John Heath commented that if the parking lot is full people will need to back out. 

 

Doug Sonsalla of Studio Nexus offered that a turning movement plan could be provided.  

 

Colin Butler expressed concern with congestion if several vehicles enter the lot when it is 

full which could occur during a large event like a funeral. Andrew Winter noted that 

someone could direct traffic during a large event. Toby Dayman stated that the design 

should work without needing someone to direct traffic.  

 

Scott Neal, Reverend at St. Paul’s Church, stated that Sunday Church services and 

funerals are currently hybrid and offered that parking could be directed for events.  

 

John Reid noted he had a conceptual problem with three entities sharing parking. 

 

Michael Redmond noted that currently The Haven parks at Knights Funeral Home when 

there is a funeral at St. Paul’s.  

 

It was noted that the application was dependent on parking being approved in pending 

application #22-11.  

 

Toby Dayman suggested adding vines to the retaining walls. 

 

Dillon Bianchi stated that he appreciated that the design kept traffic off Goudreau Street.  

 

Doug Sonsalla reviewed the design of the smoking shelter.  

 

The Commission reviewed the construction phasing schedule. Andrew Winter assured 

the Commission they would work to limit the impact on the neighborhood. Dillon 

Bianchi asked about pedestrian access to St. Paul’s during phase 3 of construction. 

Andrew Winter stated that the pedestrian contractor would provide this.  

 

The Commission took a 5-minute break 
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Upon return, John Reid asked that comments from the public be directed towards the 

review criteria and re-read the definition of Interested Party before asking for comments 

from Interested Parties. 

 

Deb Winslow (116 Wilder Street) agreed that the residents of Demers Avenue be 

contracted regarding fencing and plantings. She requested that a condition restrict parking 

on Goudreau Street, and questioned if an access could be developed between the lot and 

The Haven’s lot.  

 

Leslie Black (117 Wilder Street) noted she is a member of St. Paul’s Church and 

expressed support for the project and appreciation for the care and imagination that went 

into the application.  

 

Heidi Duto (240 Christian Street) stated that another project on the corner of Maple Street 

and a street she could not recall the name of was denied for lack of parking. She 

expressed concern with the request for reduced parking, and the provision for services in 

the building.  

 

John Reid stated that the Planning Commission has the authority to waive parking 

requirements, that an application on the corner of Maple Street and Prospect Street had 

not been denied due to lack of parking, and noted that the Town’s Climate Action Plan 

encourages denser development and less parking.  

 

Heidi Duto commented that the project is tight, questioned how parking for events like 

funerals at St. Paul’s would work if Knight’s Funeral Home was being used, noted that 

the campus is outgrowing itself, and expressed concern with the proposed dumpsters.  

 

After some discussion, the Commission agreed that they would continue the application 

in order for the applicant to: 

 

• Contact the owners of 1 Demers Avenue and 6 Demers Avenue to obtain 

feedback on the location where the 4’ wooden fence should transition to a 6’ 

chain link fence. 

• Provide a turning movement plan that shows how cars can exit the parking lot if it 

is full.  

• Reach out to all of the residents on Goudreau Street and Demers Avenue to obtain 

feedback on plantings to screen the building on the north side of the project.  

 

In addition, they agreed that the following items should be a condition of any approval: 

 

• The plans are amended such that the three proposed parking spaces assigned to 

Twin Pines are moved to the north in order for St. Paul’s/The Haven to have a 

consecutive line of parking spaces. 
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• The applicant discusses the details of the Knox Box with the Hartford Fire 

Department and to determine if the emergency access will be used for entering 

and exiting the property.  

 

It was noted that given the time, applications #22-11 and #22-15 should also be 

continued.  

 

John Reid moved to continue applications #22-13, #22-11, and #22-15 to 6:00 p.m., 

Monday, June 20, 2022. John Heath seconded, and the motion passed 5-1 with Dillon 

Bianchi opposed.  

 

Adjournment 

 

At 9:45 p.m., Colin Butler moved to adjourn. Toby Dayman seconded, and the Hearing 

was adjourned. 

 

Respectively Submitted, 

 

     

Toby Dayman, Clerk  

 


